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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

What does this paper do?

Studies how retail investors’ risk attitude change given changing interest
rates, and documents “reaching for yield”:

§ Why is this an interesting question?
í It is a good attention and amount of work paid to understand how institutional
investors respond to changing interest rates; but there is limited research on retail
investors.
í There is renewed interested in learning about interest rate effects, given
current episodes around the world. Timely.

§ Main empirical advantages of this paper
í Account-level transaction data from a large national brokerage firm in China (2
million individual retail investors), 2006-2016. This potential allows researchers to
study both balance and flows.
í Rich heterogeneities to exploit without losing testing power; tests can be done
within a self-contained field environment

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 1
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Main results

§ Core model predictions:

1. Classic Merton: α “
µ´r
γσ2 ,

Bα
Br

ă 0

2. Merton with labor income: Bα
Br

more negative if PV of labor income/financial
wealth is higher.

3. Merton with DRRA: Bα
Br

more negative if risk aversion is effectively higher.

4. Prospect theory: Landing in loss region due to heightened interest rate leads
to more risk tolerance.

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 2



This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Main results

§ Mean effects: ∆rt Ò, less risky investment (given share and flow measures), and
more withdrawals from brokerage account in general.

yj,t`1 “ α ` β∆rt ` γXj,t ` fj ` uj,t`1

§ There is evidence for Prospect Theory too: Investors trading at a loss become
more risk-seeking after an interest rate drop.

§ Heterogeneous effects: Stronger for younger and less wealthier investors.

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 3
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Very nice paper!
§ What I like:

í There are clear simple model predictions, which helps bring asset pricing and
behavioral literature together.
í Data is amazingly granular, providing direct evidence.
í Very well-written!

§ My extending thoughts (what an asset pricer could learn & say):

1. Big picture messaging

2. Suggestions on empirical work

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 4
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Big picture messaging
§ How to think about interest rate being an exogenous innovation?

í The paper interprets interest rate innovations (first-differences, or
AR(1)-decentered shocks) as exogenous shocks to investors: “It is important to
clarify ... the left-handside variable measures changes over the current month,
while the explanatory variables are computed at the start of that month.”

í ...Except that it is not, conceptually, in asset pricing models, which might
matter to interpretation of channels:

ñ it for next month is determined at the beginning of month t, and its
time-series behavioral is not a process that is exogenous from the pricing
channels of risky assets. For instance, precautionary savings and/or utility
smoothing channels can cause it to change based on expectations of future
uncertainty or higher moments etc, and expected future uncertainty could
enter the expected risky asset returns (µ) at various horizons — hence
causing current and near future’s risky share to change.

ñ E.g., if a utility smoothing story dominates the real interest rate pricing:
(1) Higher uncertainty Ñ but eventually uncertainty will go down Ñ investors
destire to borrow to smoth marginal utility Ñ higher it
(2) Higher uncertainty Ñ investors leave risky assets, in a persistent way Ñ

lower risky share

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 5
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Big picture messaging

§ Suggestion:

í While the paper specifically mentions that they do not study “monetary policy
shocks” (see page 5 of Introduction), I believe that it is still the best way to
address the asset pricing concern we have above — especially as the paper
studies SHIBOR (a flexible yield determined through trades, hence a type of
market yield given my understanding).

í I found a paper which lists all China’s monetary policy events (Sun (2020);
JBF) “Monetary policy announcements and market interest rates’ response:
Evidence from China”, 2002-2017) “The PBC does not have a clearly announced operating target. Instead, it uses

multiple instruments to achieve multiple objectives. Among them, two monetary policy tools are used on a discretionary basis: the regulated retail

interest rate and the required reserve ratio.” – very interesting!

í Imagine look at these big event dates, and see if (1) there are abnormal flow
activities (i.e., a sign of attention validation), (2) whether you observe predicted
directions (both the mean and the heterogeneity effects) during that week, which
would be super cool!

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 6
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Empirical work and delivering

§ The construction of active change in risky share is a good idea (that is, changes
in risky share = actual - counterfactual by fixing holdings from last period).

A
perhaps naive question: Wouldn’t wa

j,t “ wj,t ´ wcounter
j,t « fpPtpQt ´ Qt´1qq

mostly be driven by changes in prices still?
í In fact, below is what I did in Fos and Xu (2023; under revision), to show that
changes in interest rate have persistent effects on the stock market, the marginal
effect peaks in second month even.

Suggestion: I would like to see some more horizons in months; if the coefficient
of wa

j,t is highly persistent, this might suggest that the main explained effect is
likely through P; if it is not persistent, this might support Quantity.

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 7
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Empirical work and delivering (minor)

§ I like the model motivation, but it could feel that it flows slow, and readers see the
first empirical results on Page 27. Perhaps introduce one most-loaded model will
be fine... (Where is the tension? More work on motivation.)

§ Alternative interest rate variables. I don’t think you need “AR(1)-cleansed model”
as the main part of the paper – highly unit root anyways; AR(1) actually becomes
harder to interpret. The “real interest rate” part in 4.3.1 also feel a little unready,
as using nominal yield minus current inflation rate to construct real yield might
backfire... Also, real yield would get very close to asset pricing models, where it is
endogenously driven (see my first comment).

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 8
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Conclusion

§ Highly recommend!

§ My comments:
1. Think about whether interest rate innovation are truly exogenous to investors

(in the interpretations)

2. Several suggestions on the empirical work :)

Thank You!
nancy.xu@bc.edu

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Paper: “Reaching for Yield: Evidence from Households” 9
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